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IMPORTANT INFORMATION



HorseSense Learning Levels materials are intended for general in-
formational purposes only; they do not constitute legal advice and 
are presented without any representation or warranty whatsoever, 
including as to the accuracy or completeness of the information. 
HorseSense Learning Levels, LLC is not responsible for any errors or 
omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information. 

 
Limitation of Liability and Indemnity. You agree and acknowledge that you are fully responsible for 
your own acts, and that if you, or other individuals are injured in conjunction with any information or 
services provided by HorseSense Learning Levels, it was your choice alone to rely on that information or 
service and you do so at your own risk. Use of any HorseSense materials, whether for personal or profes-
sional means, constitutes your agreement to indemnify HorseSense Learning Levels from all liability.
 
Legal Use of the Learning Levels Instructional Materials. Our resources are for your person-
al use. Instructors, trainers, and other equine professionals may photocopy the materials for use 
with their students, but may not sell or otherwise distribute any information contained there-
in for fi nancial gain. All images, text, and materials provided through our website are copyright-
ed and may not be reproduced without written permission from HorseSense Learning Levels.

Visit our website to learn more about the Learning Levels program.
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Patterns & Maps: Jump Courses! We hope you fi nd these course maps to be a fun and useful 
supplement to your lessons, camps and shows. 

ABOUT THESE PATTERNS

Each set contains fi ve jump courses, with a supplementary page of information alongside each map. All of the 
courses shared here have been used in our riding school with students of all ages, and can be modifi ed to suit 
riders at every level. 

It is worth noting that while the courses are our own creation, they contain 
many familiar elements found in hunter, equitation and jumper rings. We 
fi nd that challenging students with courses is benefi cial whether they intend to 
show or not - and whether they jump actual fences or not! If your students do 
compete, we hope these exercises will help prepare them for show ring success. 

You might wish to tweak the content of each course to suit your program’s 
chosen discipline or goal, or the individual needs of your horses and riders - 
please, feel free to adapt! We encourage you to use these maps as a general 
guideline and a source of inspiration rather than a rigid formula. 

Each map includes:

 z The course’s objective, geared toward riders of a specifi c Level. 
 z A list of required equipment, including jump standards, poles, jump cups, fi llers, and/or cones.
 z Further notes on the course’s setup, including suggested distances and use in a lesson format.  
 z Several possible variations, including ways to modify or increase the diffi  culty of the course.

We have a bunch of suggestions to help you get the most out of our course 
plans. Read through the following pages to fi nd tips for using the courses 
for multiple Levels, and for variations that keep lessons fresh and fun.
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NO AIRTIME REQUIRED
We fi nd courses to be a tried and true method of challenging students and keeping them engaged in the 
arena. Even a simple course of inside and outside lines asks riders to maintain pace and rhythm and to plan 
ahead. It teaches them turning and straightening their horses without the help of the rail, and encourages 
them to ride proactively as well as to become problem solvers. We fi nd that students get all of these benefi ts 
whether they are jumping 3” or 3’.... or riding through empty standards. 

We think that good coursework is just good fl atwork in disguise.

For this reason, we use these courses with all our students - whether they 
ride English, Western or bareback. A Rising Rider class full of six-year-olds 
can be led over an equitation course practiced by Teal Level students, then 
lowered to ground poles. Adult amateurs with no aspirations of jumping can 
practice the same ground pole grid used by fearless children. Poles can be 
removed and substituted with invisible jumps, or pairs of empty standards. 

These jump courses are grouped by suggested Level, and frequently complement a specifi c Levels objective or 
lesson. However, with a few simple modifi cations, they can be recycled for riders of all Levels. 

For this reason, you’ll notice that gaits are not mentioned in the course directions. In general, we expect that 
Rainbow/Red students will be riding the course at the walk; Yellow/Green, the trot; Blue, trot or canter 
depending on the diffi  culty of the course; and Orange/Purple/Teal will be cantering. 

The speed will always depend on the situation and the goal of the course, however, and should remain the 
instructor and/or student’s choice. Keep in mind that the suggested distances for grids, combinations and 
lines may need to be adjusted to accommodate a change in gait!

SUGGESTED MAXIMUM COURSE HEIGHTS:

Rainbow/Red/Yellow Level: 3” to 6”
Green/Blue Level: 18” 

Orange Level: 2’ 
Purple Level: 2’6”

Teal Level: 3’

Note that these heights are suggestions only - there are many 
instances where your upper-level students may need to work over 
smaller fences or even poles. Emphasize the quality of each ride over 
the height achieved!
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Jump courses can be as plain or as fancy as you like, but at a minimum, you’ll need to assemble some 
standards and poles. Keep in mind that you can always make substitutions if you are short on equipment!

Jump standards are used to create jumps and invisible jumps, and to secure ground poles. 
(Wing standards are helpful in preventing runouts, but not a necessity.) Blocks can also be used. 
Paired with ground poles, standards create the illusion of a real “jump” for less experienced riders. 
We also use them to create beginner-friendly obstacles such as baby crossrails (crossrails set on 
the lowest hole, creating an obstacle 6” or lower in the center) and pole stacks (three poles set in 
a pyramid formation to create a raised pole).

Poles are indispensable pieces of equipment, with many uses beyond jumps and grids. We 
recommend heavy-duty poles 3” to 4” in diameter, made of wood or thick PVC. Whenever 
horses are asked to step over poles, the ends should be secured with blocks, cones, or the feet 
of jump standards - this prevents poles from rolling forward dangerously if struck by the horse’s 
hooves. 
While most of our poles are 8’ to 12’ long, we’ve found it useful to keep a few skinny poles 
approximately 4’ in length to test accuracy. Cavaletti work well for grids and small jumps and 
create sturdy ground poles when turned to their lowest setting. 

Jump cups. Buy as many pairs as you can, and reinforce the pin attachments with brightly-
colored duct tape! Remember that oxers require a minimum of two pairs of cups to build a 
single fence; hanging fi llers such as planks and additional rails will require cups as well. Plastic 
is safer if you spring for the more expensive cups, as cheap sets often fi t poorly on 4”x4” posts. 

Fillers are recommended for students jumping over 2’ and all horses and riders who show. We 
regularly use plastic barrels - place a heavy pole on either side to prevent the barrel from rolling 
- and homemade wooden fl ower boxes, which can be fi lled with a variety of colorful decorations. 
Planks and gates are easy to construct and paint, but make sure they are built solidly enough to 
withstand impact from a horse or rider. 

Cones are used to create start and fi nish line as well as gateway cones, used to mark the 
preferred track between jumps. You can also use 12” or 18” cones as fi llers under a rail.

Jump construction. Once your students start working over actual jumps instead of ground 
poles, you may wish to set crossrails, verticals, or oxers, depending on the equipment you have 
available and students’ level of ability. You’ll notice that our courses suggest a certain type of 
fence, indicated by the three symbols shown here - feel free to change them to suit your needs. 
No matter what type of jump you build, we recommend using clearly visible ground lines 
whenever possible, set just below or in front of the jump’s fi rst rail. Oxers may be ascending, 
parallel or Swedish, but should be set with a single rail on the back element for safety’s sake. 

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Note that all of the directions assume that all horses used are safe, sound, 
and have been trained to perform and/or accept the skill being taught. 

Horses that rush, stop, run out, or buck after fences are not an appropriate choice for inexperienced students. 
Whenever possible, we recommend that all horses be thoroughly tested prior to coursework lessons. While 
the Levels can be used to help students design goals for their project horses, we hope that all your beginners are 

able to practice basic skills on appropriately seasoned mounts.

Horses and riders should be loose, relaxed and attentive before attempting courses at any Level. We 
recommend a warm-up period of ten to thirty minutes, depending on the diffi  culty of the course and the time 
you have allowed. If possible, allow students to practice over individual elements before riding the course in 
its entirety. You may also fi nd it benefi cial to begin with all courses set to ground poles, or invisible jumps, and 
gradually raise the rails after each successful ride. 

Establish safe spacing rules, and position group lessons to allow each rider on course to complete the course 
without interference. Help students memorize the order of jumps, and answer any questions they might have 
prior to beginning the fi rst ride. 

Once the course is riding well, have some fun with it! Challenge your students to play Take Your Own Line, 
or establish a point value to each jump and host a friendly Gambler’s Choice competition. Practice timed 
jump-off s or create a Build-it-Up course where each jump is higher/more diffi  cult than the one before it. 

No matter what, make sure your students end on a positive note. 

Both rider and horse should walk away from the course more confi dent 
than when they began. This may mean adjusting your goals and 
expectation for the course, modifying fence heights or distances, even 
removing obstacles from the course entirely. 

Jump courses are supposed to be challenging learning opportunities, 
but they are also supposed to be FUN. Use your best judgment, and 
prioritize safety and soundness! 

Need lessons to prepare your students for courses?
Start with HorseSense Lesson Plans:

https://horsesenselearninglevels.com/resource-center/lesson-plans/


